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 Joint venture "CMC-Knauf» SA Address: Stefan cel Mare, 178, mime. ponds, Republic of
Moldova, MD-3100 tel / fax: (+373 231) 2-80-94 e-mail. office@knauf.md marketing@knatif.md
http://www.knauf.md http://www.knauf.ru http://www.knauf.de Casimir Buzichevici Born on May
23rd, 1956, in Cuconestii Noi village, Edinet district Economical engineer, had graduated from
Lvov Commercial and Economic Institute (1978). Doctor of economic sciences. From 1996 -
chairman of the board of the «CMC-Knauf» JSC. Rewarded with «Gloria Muncii» order.Honored
with title «Businessman of the Year» (1999-2003). 1п 1996, the largest in Europe Construction
Company - «Knauf» (Germany) together with integrated plant of con-struction materials from
Balti City had established the Joint-Stock Company «CMC-Knauf».

      

  

  

In 2003, it was carried out integration of the JSC «CMC-Knauf» with the JSC «Criva-Knauf». All
these years, the enterprise operates and develops successfully, constantly increasing its
capacities and mastering newest technologies. Among the released products, the most
important are: gypsum plaster; molding gypsum; dry gypsum mixtures for internal finishing
works; underpaint fillers; stucco; glues; dry cement mixtures for indoor and outdoor works;
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mortars; gypsum plates for partitions with recess-ridge design; gypsum stone and crushed rock.
«CMC-Knauf» is the leading exporter gypsum products not only in CIS-states, but also in some
other Eastern Europe countries. 85% of sold products represent export deliveries to. Russia,
Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Byelorussia, Azerbaijan, etc. New materials produced
by the enterprise ensure high quality, practicalness and workability of finishing works, making it
possible to achieve high productivity of labor and provide a European level of constructions'
quality.Besides, «CMC-Knauf» delivers on the local market goods of other «Knauf» enterprises,
which function on the territory of CIS-states, as well as Germany, Australia and Hungary, thus
ensuring the complete range of construction materials for indoor and outdoor finishing works (so
called completed systems). The task of instructing builders, engineers, workers, managers and
personnel - engaged in trade in construction materials, which know the ways to use such
materials; their characteristics and properties, advantages in comparison with other materials -
is solved at the same with the production. To this end, the educational and demonstrative center
is created at the enterprise, where all products are presented in samples, class-rooms are
completed with video and computer equipment, projector. Permanent highly qualified instructor
carries out studies and consultations.Proper investing policy of «CMC-Knauf» ensures favorable
labor conditions, allows introduction of advanced norms of management and marketing. Large
investments are directed constantly toward development of the enterprise.For several years of
work, management of «CMC-Knauf» has succeeded in creation of an image of a prosperous
company. Here are provided qualitative services and are created modern and refreshing
interiors of dwelling premises.For its special contribution in the development of construction
materials industry, the enterprise was rewarded more than once (in 2001, 2002 and 2003) with
the State Premium of Moldova.
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